
Instructions to Make your Essay 
Look Longer 

 

Just let it out! Students disdain writing extended essays. They observe it tiring and exhausting to write on 
points which doesn't intrigue them. In the event that students don't write essay with interest, they won't 
invest sufficient energy and this will bring about lower grades toward the finish of the term and will 
constantly require an essay writer help. 

 

 

 

Assuming you are one of those students who generally stay away from to write extensive essays however 
bound to write one for your language class, we have an answer for you. Utilizing these tips, you can make 
your essay lengthier in an extremely brief time frame. 

Following these simple tips and deceives given by the essay writer online aide can definitely pro your 
assignments. 

Play with the Fonts 

An extremely fundamental and something common to do with your essay to make it look a piece bigger is to 
control the text style. 

1. Pick a somewhat bigger textual style to write your essay. On the off chance that you haven't given a 
particular text dimension by the educator, use textual styles that are somewhat bigger and on the 
off chance that given, use textual styles like that yet a piece huge. 
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2. Change your text dimension. On the off chance that your educator has given the text dimension 12 
pt. have a go at overhauling it to 12.1 to 12.3. It will make your essay look longer. However, 
ensure you don't surpass and make clear the thing you are attempting to do. 

3. Increment the size of periods and commas in the text. Select every one of the periods and commas 
and supplant the size of 12 pt. to 14 pt. 

Control Spacing and Margins 

Playing with separating and edges can change the length of your essay. 

1. Increment the separating within your text. Go to "Organization", then, at that point, click on 
"Section". Presently pick "Line Spacing" and afterward go to "Numerous" and adapt. 

2. Increment the right and the base edge by a quarter. This will likewise make your essay look longer. 
3. Expanding the separating between the characters. 

Changing the Header and Footer 

1. Increment your header by putting your name, date, course title, and the name of your educator. 
Add additional data to make it lengthier and utilize twofold space header. 

2. Place the point and title of your essay in a different line following the header. Pass on a line to cause 
it to consume more space. 

3. Add a footer by the page number on each page. 

Extend your Content 

1. Rather than writing numbers, illuminate numbers that are under 10. 
2. Take a stab at utilizing withdrawals more. For example, rather than writing "it's" write "it is". 
3. Utilize least pronouns. For example, rather than writing "They" write the names like "X, Y, and Z". 
4. Add citations and expressions to help the material in your essay. 

5. Give each section a subject and closing sentence. 
6. Be illustrative and depict everything exhaustively. 
7. Elaborate your conclusion. Closing your work in one paragraph isn't required. 

On the off chance that you actually need assistance to make your essay look lengthier however reasonable. 

Finally, I might want to say that following the above techniques or essay writer free online could truly assist 
you with settling your issue in regards to "How to write my essay longer?" 
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